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Swamped 44” barrel
	 15	 15	 9	 5

.937	 .732	 ‘A’	profile	 .669	 .679	 .807
1.000	 .800	 ‘B’	profile	 .750	 .750	 .870
1.062	 .857	 ‘C’	profile	 .794	 .804	 .932

   Rice barrels are Match grade quality with bench rest capability. 
No lead lapping or break-in necessary. Each barrel blank is heat 
treated to eliminate stress and warpage. After cutting the rifling, a 

carbide bore sizing die is pulled through  
to insure bore dimension continuity and 
to eliminate any tight or loose spots 
inside the barrel. This procedure leaves 
the top of the lands smooth and polished, 
equaling the traditional lead lapping 
procedure. The flared tang breech plug 
is hand fit and timed  at .500 deep. This 
ensures that the shoulder of the plug 
and the inside breech shoulder mate 
precisely, to seal the breech 100%.

Jaeger 31” swamped match quality barrel by Rice:
Our 31” swamped barrel is modeled after barrels used on 

 German, Austrian and Swiss Jaeger (hunting) rifles, the type 
of rifle first made by the European gunmakers who emigrated 
to America.

Jaeger barrel is 1.125” breech, .890” waist, 1.020” muzzle.

Part# caliber  length weight twist Price
#Rice-50-J .50 31” 4.7 lb 1-66” $245.00
#Rice-54-J .54 31” 4.4 lb 1-66” $245.00
#Rice-58-J .58 31” 4.1 lb 1-72” $245.00
#Rice-62-J .62 31” 3.8 lb 1-72” $245.00

Swamped 44” match quality barrels  by Rice:
We offer Rice 44” swamped barrels in three different profiles. 

The price includes the breech plug, installed and match-marked. 
Our ‘A’ profile small caliber barrel has a .937” breech, .669” 

waist, .807” muzzle, and radius corner rifling.
 Our ‘B’ profile mid-barrel has a 1.000” breech, .750” waist, 
.870” muzzle, and radius corner rifling.
 Our ‘C’ profile large caliber barrel has a 1.062” breech, .794” 
waist, .932” muzzle, and radius corner rifling.

Part# caliber  length profile weight twist Price
#Rice-32-AHA .32 44” A 4.8 lb 1-48” $265.00
#Rice-36-AHA  .36 44” A 4.6 lb 1-48” $265.00
#Rice-40-AHA .40 44” A 5.3 lb 1-48” $265.00
#Rice-40-AHB  .40 44” B 5.3 lb 1-48” $245.00
#Rice-45-AHB  .45 44” B 5.5 lb 1-66” $245.00
#Rice-50-AHB .50 44” B 5.5 lb 1-66” $245.00
#Rice-50-AHC .50 44” C 5.5 lb 1-66” $245.00
#Rice-54-AHC  .54 44” C 5.0 lb 1-66” $245.00

Swamped 42” match quality barrels  by Rice:
We offer Rice 42” swamped barrels in three different profiles. 

The price includes the breech plug, installed and match-marked. 
Our ‘A’ profile small caliber barrel has a .937” breech, .687” 

waist, .749” muzzle, and radius corner rifling.
 Our ‘B’ profile mid-caliber barrel has a 1.000” breech, .750” 
waist, .812” muzzle, and radius corner rifling.
 Our ‘C’ profile large caliber barrel has a 1.062” breech, .812” 
waist, .875” muzzle, and radius corner rifling.

Part# caliber  length profile weight twist Price
#Rice-32-GAA .32 42” A 4.8 lb 1-48” $265.00
#Rice-36-GAA  .36 42” A 4.6 lb 1-48” $265.00
#Rice-40-GAA .40 42” A 5.3 lb 1-48” $265.00
#Rice-45-GAB  .45 42” B 5.3 lb 1-66” $245.00
#Rice-50-GAB  .50 42” B 5.5 lb 1-66” $245.00
#Rice-50-GAC .50 42” C 5.5 lb 1-66” $245.00
#Rice-54-GAC .54 42” C 5.5 lb 1-66” $245.00
#Rice-58-GAC  .58 42” C 5.0 lb 1-66” $245.00

Swamped 38” match quality barrels  by Rice:
We offer Rice 38” swamped barrels in three different profiles. 

The price includes the breech plug, installed and match-marked. 
Our ‘A’ profile small caliber barrel has a .937” breech, .647” 

waist, .832” muzzle, and radius corner rifling.
 Our ‘B’ profile mid-caliber barrel has a 1.000” breech, .710” 
waist, .895” muzzle, and radius corner rifling.
 Our ‘C’ profile large caliber barrel has a 1.062” breech, .772” 
waist, .957” muzzle, and radius corner rifling.

Part# caliber  length profile weight twist Price
#Rice-32-IHA .32 38” A 4.8 lb 1-48” $265.00
#Rice-36-IHA  .36 38” A 4.6 lb 1-48” $265.00
#Rice-40-IHA .40 38” A 5.3 lb 1-48” $265.00
#Rice-40-IHB  .40 38” B 5.3 lb 1-48” $245.00
#Rice-45-IHB  .45 38” B 5.5 lb 1-66” $245.00
#Rice-50-IHB .50 38” B 5.5 lb 1-66” $245.00
#Rice-54-IHC .54 38” C 5.5 lb 1-66” $245.00

Jaeger 31” barrel

	 6	 6	 12	 7

1.1.25	 1.000	 .890	 .890	 1.020

Swamped 42” barrel
	 13	 14	 9	 6

.937	 .787800	 ‘A’	profile	 .687	 .687	 .749
1.000	 .850	 ‘B’	profile	 .750	 .750	 .812
1.062	 .912	 ‘C’	profile	 .812	 .812	 .875

Swamped 38” barrel

	 11	 14	 8	 5

.937	 .787	 ‘A’	profile	 .647	 .647	 .832
1.000	 .800	 ‘B’	profile	 .710	 .710	 .895
1.062	 .862	 ‘C’	profile	 .772	 .772	 .957

#Stamp-EB
$29.99

#Stamp-KPM
$29.99

#Stamp-BPC-1813
$29.99

#Stamp-GR-GP
$29.99

#Stamp-GR-A
$29.99

#Stamp-GR-CS
$29.99

#Stamp-London
$39.99

#Stamp-Tulle
$39.99

#Stamp-GR-V
$29.99

#Stamp-FC
$29.99

#Stamp-DTB
$29.99

 Our gun barrel stamps are made of very hard steel and small 
enough to fit on the flats of our octagon barrels. These stamps are 
expendable hardened steel tool bits, with a service life similar to drill 
bits or hand taps, thus there is no warranty or refund once used. 
Includes instructions. Never attempt to mark tempered steel, plated 
steel, or case-hardened steel with these hand stamps. 

Barrel Stamps

Hudson’s Bay Company Tombstone Fox..............#Stamp-EB
#Stamp-EB HBC barrel & lock stamp  only $29.99

North West Company Circle Fox ...........................#Stamp-FC
#Stamp-FC NWC circle fox barrel & lock stamp   only $29.99

Thomas Barnett barrel stamp ............................. #Stamp-DTB
#Stamp-DTB Thomas Barnett’s maker’s stamp   only $29.99

Trade Gun Barrel Maker’s Mark ..........................#Stamp-KPM
#Stamp-KPM Trade gun barrel stamp  only $29.99

London Barrel Proof Mark ..............................#Stamp-GR-GP
#Stamp-GR-GP London proof stamp   only $29.99

London Barrel View Mark ...................................#Stamp-GR-V
#Stamp-GR-V London view stamp   only $29.99

Birmingham Proof Mark .............................#Stamp-BPC-1813
#Stamp-BPC-1813 Birmingham proof stamp  only $29.99

Brown Bess Proof Mark .................................... #Stamp-GR-A
#Stamp-GR-A Brown Bess proof stamp   only $29.99

Brown Bess View Mark #Stamp-GR-CS
#Stamp-GR-CS Brown Bess view stamp   only $29.99

London Barrel Stamp ....................................#Stamp-London
#Stamp-London London barrel stamp   only $39.99

Tulle Barrel Stamp .............................................. #Stamp-Tulle
#StampTulle Tulle barrel stamp   only $39.99


